Estimation of parameters and random effects using true maximum likelihood methods is compared to the commonly used penalized maximum likelihood method. The simulated catch-at-age datasets have all conceivable noise in stock and fishing dynamics in addition to the observation error on the catch. Improvement is modest in simple models but refinements that are only possible with these methods provide additional precision. Unbiased estimation of natural mortality is made possible with these methods, but precision is low unless variation in fishing effort between years is large and other variation small, in particular the uncertainty in the recruitment. Relatively unbiased estimates of all other input parameters and variances were obtained. Alternately the stock may be updated with the catches directly, rather than through the fishing mortality. This can be done exactly and such that bias in the final stock is small. Such a model will test a different error structure and may also be more appealing for presentation of results as the catches are in better agreement with the changes in the estimated stock.
Introduction
During a review of the assessment modeling of the fish stocks of Iceland several questions on analytical approach came to the fore. In the early Virtual Population Analysis (VPA) work the stock was updated by subtracting the observed catch (C) each year, with a correction for the interaction of the fishing and the natural mortality that may be approximate as in Pope [1, 2] but these calculations can also be exact (see appendix). This approach is here referred to as the N -C model. In what is commonly referred to as statistical catch-at-age analysis the stock is updated using the estimated fishing mortality (F) for that fishing season and age class. If the logarithm of the stock ln(N) at a given age is denoted by n then the formula to update n for this age class to the next year is n -Z, where the estimated total mortality (Z) is the sum of the estimated fishing and estimated (or assumed) natural mortality (M) of each age class in each year Z = F + M. This is here referred to as the n -Z model. The effect of the Pope approximation on the selection function has been studied [3] but little attention appears to have been given to the difference in the error structure of these approaches. By using not an approximation but exact N -C calculations (see Appendix) , there is no distortion in the selection function so the focus here can be on the effect of the randomness in these two models. In the n -Z model any errors in the estimate of Z will be propagated through the stock equation from one year to the next and show up as correlations in the residuals. This error may be due to fluctuations in the selection by age (S) that do not fit the generally assumed so called separable F = E * S model of fishing effort by year (E) and selection by age, or indirectly due to variation in natural mortality and errors in the observed catch. The N -C model is not directly affected by errors in the estimated Z, but observation errors in the catch will be propagated unmitigated through the stock equation. The errors in reported catch may be due to misclassification by age (generally by age-length-keys), misreporting and gear induced mortality.
With true likelihood methods (integrated likelihood, IL) such as Kalman filter [4, 5] it is possible to get estimates of these unobserved internal errors and even correct for them. Earlier modeling of this stock had used the penalized maximum likelihood (PL) method where the point
Simulated Catch-at-Age Data
The input values for the simulated data were set similar to estimates obtained from the haddock stock of Iceland data, but with more variation and never zero variation. One would expect the N -C model to perform better when the observation error in the catch is small, but the n -Z model better when the fishing mortality is close to the separable E * S model. The variation in the fluctuations in the fishing intensity was therefore set equal to the observation error of the catch, for a reasonable comparison of these two models.
Catch at age data were simulated over 41 years (t = 1 -41) starting of with a constant recruitment of 1 unit of fish (log recruitment r = 0) for the first years. There are 7 age classes (a = 3 -9) in the data. The generated initial first year stock was balanced with respect to the input natural mortality (M = 0.2) plus fishing effort (E = 1, f = ln(E) = 0) with no error and a Logistic selection function of the age giving 50% selection at age 5 (S 50 = 5) in the catch and with slope b = 0.7 at age S 50 . The fishing intensity is then 0.2E for the first recruited age class (a = 3) and 0.95E for the last (a = 9). There is no noise in the slope b, but year effects in the 50% selection age and in the log of the fishing effort   f are both given by a first order auto-regressive process of the form:
where  is iid N(0 , 
The first two age classes are assumed not recruited to the fishery and invisible in the data so that the recruitment to age class 3 in year 4 is a Ricker function of the stock in year 1. The logarithm of the recruitment (r) for these first years was set 0. The spawning stock (B) was taken as the sum of the number of fish in age classes 5 -9 in the data (thus knife-edge maturation 2 years after recruitment and no fish weights in the model) The log of the stock is simulated with additional noise
This gives the log of the catch with observation error. 
where is iid N (0,
No correlation structure was incorporated in the data generation or the models.
Estimation Procedure
The objective function (g) to be minimized is the sum of several terms each of which is summed over all appropriate t and a where they occur. For simplicity the sum- 
For the fishing effort the term g uf is summed over all years, but for the selection pattern g us the first (same) value applies to the first 5 years and S 50,t . is calculated as during the generation of the data. In the simpler models there is no error term d t,a estimated in the fishing effort so:
The log of predicted recruitment r is calculated as during the data generation and the variance 2 r  estimated:
The catch is predicted as in the generation of the data and the observation error c  is estimated from: 
This objective function term differs in the models introduced later and additional terms occur in refined models below.
Base Model n -Z
The highest age stock (n ·,9 ) and stock in the final year (n 41,· ) are both state variables (random effects). A temporary stock matrix n gets assigned these into the lower and left border values, and the stock back calculated deterministically using the fishing mortality as in conventional VPA [2] :
Base Model N -C
Here the stock is not updated using fishing mortality but with the catch added backward in time (VPA) so Equation (1) above is replaced by: (1) when the catch is according to the fishing mortality and there is no observation error. The catch is added to the stock at the end of the year (back calculated) rather than subtracting it from the stock at the beginning of the year, to avoid negative logarithms in the calculations. The input variances for n and d do not occur as parameters in the above base models and are thus not estimated back. They can be seen as bounded to the value zero.
Refined Model n -Z*
Same as model n -Z above except that instead of just the highest age and last year stock, here the whole stock is a state space matrix. The stock therefore does not get calculated so Equation (1) is dropped, but a term is added to the objective function to link up the stock and estimate the variation, where the predicted stock is calculated as during the generation of the data:
The parameter n  which includes variation in natural mortality (and migrations where plausible), is therefore estimated in this case, and in the models below. This was the model chosen to investigate the possibility of estimating M and what effect the size of the different input variances in the generated data had on its precision.
Refined Model N -C*
As N -C above except that as in the refined model above an objective function term replaces the stock Equation (2) and uses the catch to predict the stock change
Full Model n -Z**
Same as model n -Z* above with the addition of another state space matrix d (not including the last year and last age class). Now E (and F and Z) is calculated including d, and used in g c and g n .
This is exactly as during the generation of the data. Thus d can here capture the fluctuations in the fishing intensity as it deviates from the separable E * S model. Accordingly a term to estimate its variance is added to the objective function:
Same as model N -C* above with the addition, as in the model n -Z** above, of a state space matrix d and the same term g d for its variance is added to the objective function. However d is not used in the calculation of F (which in this model is not used to update the stock) but rather d may correct for the observation error in the catch which would otherwise be propagated in the stock equation: 
In fact the roles of d  and c  are in this case interchanged compared to their roles in the generation of the data so they would be expected to get estimated close to their respective values in the input reversed (the same value was used for both).
Models n + Z*, N + C, N + C* and N + C**
These models differ in that the predicted catch is related to the stock at the end of the fishing year so the fishing mortality gets estimated from:
A base n + Z model where the stock is updated deterministically using F is identical to the n -Z model, but due to the observation error in the catch not so when the stock is updated using the catch (N + C) nor in the refined models where there is noise in the stock equation (estimated n  > 0).
Penalized Maximum Likelihood Models
The base models n -Z and N -C were also estimated with penalized maximum likelihood (PL) where the state variables were treated as ordinary parameters to be estimated but penalized through the objective function terms g f and g s . One of the two AR(1) variances, either in the effort or in the selection always get lower bound with this method so the ratio of these variances was bound at the correct value and a single variance estimated. For additional comparison the terms g f and g s were dropped from the objective function and no auto-regression estimated (no penalty on yearly changes in effort and selection), referred to as UL.
Programming
All models used the same code to generate the data from the input parameters and the input seeds to the random number generator. The PL models were run in ADMB.
The base IL models used exactly the same programs as the PL models but were run in ADMB-RE with the only change that the state variables were then declared as random_effects_vector. The estimation process starts with all parameters and state variables at their true values. Actually in ADMB-RE what is declared as random_effects can not be assigned initial values, so in fact all random_ effects were estimated as deviations from the simulated true values that are generated in the same program, but this is not presented as such here. The n -Z** model has both the whole stock n and the fishing mortality deviations d from the E*S model declared as a random_ effects_matrix. The n -Z* model uses the same program as n -Z**, but then d is fixed at zero. The base models n -Z and N -C where the stock is deterministically calculated were checked to give the same results as the n -Z* and N -C* models when the noise n  in the stock relation term g n was bounded close to zero (but such runs take a much longer time than the simpler models). Bounds on all ln(  ) were ±2 and on both ρ set 0.03 -0.97. The program code is accessible online at http://www.hafro.is/ ~thg/langtn/re/cai/.
Results
For different methods and models Table 1 lists the input values used in generating the datasets and the estimates of corresponding parameters. Table 2 presents the percentage of runs where the estimates of the given parameters were lower bound. From the runs where the estimates were not lower bound the mean and the standard deviation around this mean was calculated and the mean of the Hessian estimated standard deviation as reported and its CV. The median of the parameter estimates is also given and the upper and lower 10 percentile.
The estimate of the final stock (in the last year) is of greatest interest to management. The deviations from the true values are known in these simulations so as a performance statistic the bias (mean log of the deviation) and the standard deviation of the estimated log of the final stock around the mean (coefficient of variation of the final stock) was chosen for presentation in Table 3 and the mean of the reported Hessian standard deviations of the log of the final stock as output (CV of final stock).
The base n -Z model with the IL method is relatively unbiased in all parameters except for a slight negative bias in the ρ in the AR(1) processes, in particular for the selection where also ρ is lower bound in 16% to 33% of the cases. There is a consistent negative bias in the log of the final stock of around -0.02 to -0.04 in the highest age, but compared to the realized CV of the results of around 0.25 this is negligible. Relating the fishing mortality to the stock at the end of the fishing year under the n -Z* model (that is n + Z*) gives almost identical performance, Table 2 . Percentage of the 600 datasets (see Table 1 ) yielding lower bound estimates for parameters. but is slightly more complicated so such results were not considered further.
With the Penalized Maximum Likelihood method the precision is poorer (in spite of the bound on the ratio of σ s /σ f at the correct value). In 1% of cases the estimate still gets lower bound. The ρ for selection is highly positively biased. The estimated precision of the final stock and variances is overestimated. Refinement in the models is not plausible with this method. With the IL method the precision improves (realized CV decreases) with more refinement in the models (n -Z* and n -Z**). Variances then get increasingly estimated at the lower bound and their precision is then underestimated on average. On inspection precision is estimated too poor when variances are estimated too small, but overestimated for high values. The highest estimates deviate significantly from the true value based on the reported precision.
In the base n -Z and N -C models the reference case always gets a nonzero estimate of the yearly variation in f but the yearly variation in S 50 is bound at the lower limit in some cases. Other variances that are included in these base models do get nonzero estimates most of the time and the internal variation is mostly reflected in a higher estimate of σ c . In the full models all parameters and variances are estimated back. In the n -Z** model all variances are relatively unbiased (estimates at the lower bound not included) and the reported precision is in good agreement with the realized mean precision. The estimates of the variances σ c and σ d are inversely correlated and never both lower bound.
When the stock was updated with the Pope approximation by subtracting the catch at the middle of the fishing year (τ = 0.5) the precision is similar to other methods but the final stock is positively biased by around 0.25. If τ is calculated accurately from the simulated true values of F and Z and results differ only in the fourth significant digit to those obtained with τ calculated from the estimated values. The N -C model then has a negative bias in the final stock that increases with age (8% -17%). Copyright © 2012 SciRes. OJMS
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The bias is somewhat less in the refined N -C** model where the observation error in the catch is estimated and accounted for. In the N + C models where the fishing mortality (F) is related to the stock at the end of the fishing year, the bias is only to the same small degree as in the n -Z models. The PL method has better precision with the N + C than n -Z model. Table 4 shows the sensitivity of the precision in the final stock to the input variation in the simulated data. Changes in the σ for recruitment are mostly reflected in the precision in the first ages, but the reverse is true for the observation error in catch and the deviations from the E * S model.
The estimate of M (natural mortality) obtained from the n -Z model with the PL method and the IL method with model refinements is given in Table 5 . The precision in M is extremely poor with the reference case used above so the reference case for studying M was chosen with lower variation in both the recruitment (r) ln(σ) = -1 and selection (s) ln(σ) = -2, but higher in the effort by year   f ln(σ) = -0.5. The estimate of M obtained with the PL method is rather meaningless due to the high variation and negative bias. The IL method is only slightly biased in the base n -Z model, and the refined models are less biased and provide additional 9% improvement in the accuracy in M.
The sensitivity in the estimate of M and its precision in model n -Z*, obtained by varying the size of the differrent input variances in the generated data is shown in Table 6 . Solving for M is singular when there is no between years variation in fishing effort and accordingly the precision in M improves as σ for f increases. When other variation is small an increase is reflected up to 100% in better precision in M, but for very high variation the precision degrades again. Conversely, an increase in all other variation degrades the precision in M, as expected. The biggest impact is from σ for r where a change over a wide range is reflected 45% in the precision in M. The deviations in recruitment affect a cohort at all ages whereas the variances for n or d affect a single year-age group. A change in σ for either of these is reflected by a 15% -18% change in the precision in M, but for selection (s) the change is only about 4%. This variation was put only on the age at 50% recruitment and not in the slope of the selection function (b), which is more highly correlated with the estimate of M. Estimating M severely reduces the precision in the final stock, in particular in the first age groups shown in Table 3 and doubles the standard deviation of its reported CV.
Discussion
Ignoring the auto-correlation over time in the fishing mortality can lead to very poor precision in the final stock (given in Table 3 line marked UL). The base model with the PL method and the ratio of the variances in f and s fixed at the correct value does not differ greatly from the IL method. There is considerable bias in ρ s and slightly poorer precision in parameters and the final stock by about 2%. The output CV of the final stock is also underestimated. The improvement in precision in the final stock comes with the estimation of the internal variances σ n and σ d that is only possible with the IL method. Testing of other additional parameters with the PL method may be meaningless as seen from the estimation of M. In real datasets the variance of the catch observation error generally differs by age (higher for older/youngest age groups). With the IL method a random walk by age or variation from a common mean can be tested and is rejected (associated variance estimated zero) in all 300 datasets (and so at no cost). An independent variance can also be estimated for each age at a cost of slightly reduced precision. With the PL method, however, the variance for one age will generally tend to zero with infinite likelihood, so some functional form by age and other constraints are needed in order to get reasonable results, but the outcome may then depend on what assumptions are made. Using the Pope approximation has little effect on the precision. The approximation is close at the lowest age but the subtracted catch at the highest age is about 2% too much. This slight skewing of the selection function leads to a 25% positive bias in the final stock in Table 3 . The exact N -C model turned out to be rather negatively biased. As the observation error in the catch is log-normal the total subtracted catch is too large by exp ( ) and an attempt was made to correct for this by dividing the catch by this factor in the stock equation, but with no success. The stock is in effect back calculated to avoid drifting into logarithms of negative numbers. To balance this asymmetry the fishing mortality F was related to the stock at the end of the year in the catch equation. This had little effect in the n -Z model but slightly poorer precision. The bias in the N -C model was eliminated and this model is referred to as N + C. With this model there is less difference between the PL and IL methods and between the N + C and N + C** model which has almost as good precision as the n -Z** model (1% poorer).
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The N -C models get the changes in the stock better in line with the actual catches, which may make for a more appealing presentation. Another approach to this has been suggested (D. Fournier pers. comm.) where the predicted catch is derived from the change in the stock, so g c minimizes the square of:
This caused computational problems (the difference drifts to zero) in several datasets. This could be sidestepped, but then produced an implausible stock in 10% -15% of the datasets and surprisingly resulted in a non-positive Hessian in another 10% of cases, so a full comparison could not be made, but bias and precision appeared to deteriorate slightly.
Survey series with constant (or known) effort and standardized methods and gear have been conducted around Iceland, but survey effort is low compared to fishing effort and variation in effort and selection pattern is larger than in the catch data. The relationship of the survey index to stock size may be nonlinear. For these reasons no survey data were simulated in this exercise as the assumptions that need be made are case specific and will largely determine the outcome. However, surveys provide indices of the stock also at young ages that are not, or poorly observed in the catch and therefore in particular reduce the uncertainty in the final stock at young age and prognosis. M may be pinned down with assumptions about the constancy by age, or functional form of the survey selection pattern, but the reduced uncertainty in year class strengths that may result from inclusion of surveys would in particular better the precision in the estimate of M.
The estimates of M. and F are highly negatively correlated. Relative changes in F over time are penalized in the model and these changes can be made relatively smaller with a lower estimate of M and higher values of F. This is what causes the negative bias in the estimate of M. If M is to be estimated the changes in log(Z) should be penalized rather than the changes in f, to avoid this bias. This involves changing a single line of code.
Conclusions
In this simple example the PL method given the prior input needed for it to work is outperformed by the IL method. In more realistic examples the PL method requires still more prior input. Estimation of M is not plausible with the PL method. Post-war variation in fishing effort has been low and management objectives aim at constant fishing mortality, while the noise in recruitment is high for the main commercially exploited species off Iceland, so the prospects of estimating M are poor even with the IL method. Aanes et al. [10] came to a similar conclusion. The IL method allows for estimation of internal unobserved variation that improves the precision. Such models should be tested, although zero estimates of some component of the variation is common (absorbed by a different component) and the true variation may be significantly less than implied by the reported precision. The estimation of the internal unobserved variation likely reduces correlation in residuals that may then be ignored. However, estimation of a correlation structure is not problematic with the IL method, although computationally more intensive. Updating the stock with the catch (N − C or better N + C for less bias) seems to be more robust in simple models but more complex and in the full model slightly outperformed by the more common method of using the estimated fishing mortality to update the stock (n − Z), with the level of variation tested here. Looking at results from both approaches might be worth while.
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